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 JAPAN BY RAIL  
 

 - explore Japan by rail,  and mark the 50
th

 anniversary of the  
Tokaido Shinkansen   - 

 

Saturday 27 September to Thursday 23 October 2014 
 

 
Join us for a twenty-six day tour of Japan to explore the highlights of the country, as well as experiencing the splendid 
Japanese railway system when the country marks the 50

th
 Anniversary of the shinkansen. The tour includes many of 

the unique rail experiences Japan has to offer, and is designed to allow those who wish to be more focused on rail 
experiences to do so, whilst allowing others to enjoy the cultural and scenic highlights of the country. A range of 
accommodations from modern city hotels, convenient business hotels and more traditional ryokan with wonderful 
onsen experiences will feature in the tour. We’ve included meals when it is prudent, and for special locations, but also 
provided freedom to dine when, with whom and where you wish. The tour is led by Japanese speaking expert Takako 
Ishige and Owen Johnstone-Donnet, who have designed and organised the tour. The tour is limited to 28 guests – 
we look forward to you joining us on this special journey around the land of the rising sun. (We’ve also designed the 
tour for those with less time to join us for a two week period.) 
 

 Saturday 27 September 2014 (L) – Australia to Japan  

A daylight flight from Sydney to Tokyo’s Narita Airport with Japan Airlines (see further details for flight options at the 
end of the itinerary for an overnight flight with Qantas on the Friday evening). You can also join us in Tokyo. On arrival 
we take the fifty minute Narita Express transfer to Tokyo and to our hotel. Dinner will be organised for those who wish 
to dine together, or you can choose from myriad dining and eating opportunities close to the hotel. 
 

 Sunday 28 September 2014 (B/D) –  Tokyo and the Usuitouge Railway Museum 

For the rail enthusiast, we head to the border of Gunma and Nagano prefectures. Prior to the shinkansen opening from 
Tokyo to Nagano, the Meiji era rail route took the line through a 10km mountain pass that ran along the border of 
Gunma and Nagano prefectures that featured a 550-metre vertical drop, and took an hour and 20 minutes to get 
through. For this section only, a locomotive was attached to help push the train, and as the train climbed the mountain 
there was continued worry about smoke in the tunnels. Although the trains were later electrified, for a long time 
afterwards they still attached an engine to help to push the train. In 1997, Usuitoge was replaced by the shinkansen, 
closing the curtain on an over 100-year history. Established in a space adjacent to Yokogawa Station on JR East’s 
Shinetsu line, is Usuitoge Testsudo Bunkamura, which features a display of carriages from trains from various areas. 
On the grounds is an example of a trolley car, which used to run on the Usuitoge Line, and while the ride takes 
passengers only a short 2.6km of the more than 10km section, it is possible to get a feel for the train that travelled 
along the mountain pass back in the original day’s of the railway. If you prefer, you can enjoy a day of sightseeing in 
Tokyo, and join the group for dinner. Overnight Tokyo. 



 

 

 Monday 29 September 2014 (B) – East Japan Railway Museum, Omiya 

Amongst the finest rail museums in the world, the East Japan Railway Museum was built in Onari, Saitama City as the 
centrepiece of the JR East 20th Anniversary Memorial Project. This is a railway museum, and it preserves both the 
physical elements and heritage of railways in Japan and abroad. It also preserves materials relating to JR East and the 
JNR privatisation reforms. The Railway Museum also conducts research and development. The museum's big 
collection of formerly used train cars includes steam and diesel locomotives, and retired shinkansen, passenger and 
freight cars. Many of them can be entered or viewed from under. The museum further showcases one of Japan's 
largest model railway displays, that recreates a 24 hr period in the life of the Japanese railways. In another section, 
railway concepts, science and systems are explained through models and hands-on activities. The museum also offers 
multiple, popular train driving simulators, including a unique and outstandingly realistic steam locomotive simulator. It is 
also an historical museum that tells the industrial history of the development of the railway system while introducing the 
historical background of each period with displays of actual models. We return to Tokyo. Overnight Tokyo. 
 

 Tuesday 30 September 2014 (B) – Tokyo highlights 

After breakfast we’ll take you on a tour of this vibrant and bustling city, and you’ll experience the excellent urban rail 
system as well – JR lines, private subways, monorail and the Yurikamome people mover. We explore the Meiji Shrine 
in Shinjuku, ascend the tall skyscrapers of the Tokyo Metropolitan Government Buildings, inspect the busiest railway 
station in the world with nearly 2 million visitors a day, visit Odaiba Harbour and more. Join us for dinner tonight in one 
of the great restaurants in Tokyo’s recently restored and renovated railway station – a city in its own right. Overnight 
Tokyo. 
 

  Wednesday 1 October 2014 (B/D) – the 50th Anniversary of the Shinkansen and the JR  
  Central  SC Maglev Railway Park 

The Tōkaidō Shinkansen opened in 1964 between Tokyo and Shin-Osaka. Since 1987 it has been operated by the 
Central Japan Railway Company (JR Central), and prior to that by the Japanese National Railways (JNR). It is the 
most heavily travelled high-speed rail route in the world by far, with cumulative ridership of nearly 6 billion passengers -
dwarfs all other systems and lines worldwide. The Tōkaidō Shinkansen line was originally conceived in 1940 as a 150 
km/h (93 mph) dedicated railway between Tokyo and Shimonoseki, which would have been 50% faster than the fastest 
express train of the time. The beginning of World War II stalled the project in its early planning stages, although a few 
tunnels were dug that were later used in the Shinkansen route. Since the line goes through Japan's three largest 
metropolitan areas, it is the most heavily travelled of all Shinkansen routes. Construction of the line began on 20 April 
1959 under JNR president Shinji Sogō and chief engineer Hideo Shima. It was completed in 1964, with the first train 
travelling from Tokyo to Shin-Ōsaka on 1 October 1964 at 210 km/h (130 mph). The opening was timed to coincide 
with the 1964 Summer Olympics in Tokyo, which had already brought international attention to the country. Originally, 
the line was called the New Tōkaidō Line in English. It is named after the Tōkaidō route of Japan, used for centuries. 
Speeds have since been increased to 270 km/h (168 mph.) Whilst the final nature of special events for the occasion 
has yet to be finalised and made public, we will participate in whatever events are possible, and then in the early 
afternoon join a Shinkansen to travel to Nagoya. We visit the JR Central SC Maglev Railway Park - a museum that 
introduces the “advances in high speed railway” through rolling stock displays, which include the next-generation 
Superconducting Maglev, as well as the history of railways, among other features. This park offers a place to learn 
about how the railway has impacted on Japanese society, economy, culture and lifestyle. Dinner and overnight 
Nagoya. 
 

  Thursday 2 October 2014 (B) – Kintetsu Shimakaze private railway and the  Ise Jingu  
  Shrine and Mikimoto Pearl Island 

After breakfast we join the Kintentsurailway’s luxury Shimakaze limited express service for Kashikojima on the Kintetsu 
Shima Line. We’ll visit the Ise Jingu Shrine at the core of sightseeing in Ise, Mie Prefecture. It is simply referred to as 
Jingu (the Shrine) as an official name, and the Sun Goddess Amaterasu O-mikami is enshrined here. Over seven 
million worshippers visit the shrine every year. We then head to Mikimoto island where Kokichi Mikimoto successfully 
cultivated pearls for the first time in the world in 1893. Japan’s pearl industry started its development from this island.  
Since 1951 when it was opened to the general public, the island has become one of the sightseeing spots representing 
Chubu region and has been attracting about 250,000 tourists every year. This green island floating in Toba Bay has a 
Pearl Museum showing the history of pearl from ancient times and spectacular works of art using pearl. The Kokichi 
Mikimoto Memorial Hall introduces his eventful life and Pearl Plaza offers a glorious view of Toba Bay. We’ll also see 
demonstrations of ama (women divers) diving to commemorate their essential contributions to pearl culture. This is a 
rare opportunity even in Japan to meet ama in traditional white diving wear. We return via Osaka to Nagoya. Overnight 
Nagoya. 



 

 

 
 

 Friday 3 October 2014 (B/D) – Hiroshima, Matsujima Island and the Hiroden Light Rail 

After breakfast we join the Tokaido Shinkansen for Shin-Osaka, where we change to the Sanyo Shinkansen service for 
our journey through Himeji and Okayama to Hiroshima. We’ll leave luggage at our hotel, and then head off for 
sightseeing. For those seeking a scenic and cultural experience, we’ll take you to Miyajima Island, and then return via 
the Hiroshima Peace Park. Miyajima Island is the popular name of Itsuku-shima Island, situated in Hatsukaichi City in 
south western Hiroshima. It is a scenic site in which the mountains, sea, and red shrine buildings blend together in 
harmony, and the entire island is designated as a historic site. It is said to be one of the three most beautiful sights in 
Japan, along with Matsushima in Miyagi Prefecture and Ama-no-hashidate in Kyoto. The origin of Miyajima is said to 
date back to when the Itsuku-shima-jinja Shrine was built in 593, the year Empress Suiko took the throne. But the 
island of Miyajima itself has had a long history of being an object of worship, especially its Mt. Mi-sen that rises up at 
the centre of the island. Men of power always worshiped and protected Miyajima. We travel by ferry to and form the 
island, have the opportunity to ride on the cable car to Mt Misen, and we return along the Hiroshima waterfront on the 
Hiroden Light Railway to the Peace Park. The Peace Museum and many memorials, including the children’s crane 
display, are a powerful experience for any visitor. For the rail focused, the light rail system of Hiroshima is extensive, 
and allows you to visit the port, castle and other sights using the light rail. Overnight Hiroshima. 
 

 Saturday 4 October 2014 (B) – steam train SL Yamaguchi to Tsuwano  

After breakfast we’ll rejoin the Sanyo Shinkansen for the short ride to Shin-Yamaguchi, where we’ll leave our luggage 
and join the SL Yamaguchi steam train. This restored steam locomotive makes the 2hr run along the valley to the 
castle town of Tsuwano, and the journey has become one of the most popular steam train experiences in Japan. At 
Tsuwano you can visit the small castle, climbing through one thousand tori gates, or stroll through the picturesque 
streets that have small canals full of carp – dating from the period when the townspeople thought they needed to 
prepare for a long period of isolation, and so built these canals to provide a source of food for the future. We then 
return to Shin-Yamaguchi, and join one of the new Kyushu Shinkansen services for the journey to Kagoshima, on the 
southern tip of Kyushu. The city is often compared with its Italian sister city Naples due to a similar mild climate, palm 
tree lined streets, relatively hot tempered inhabitants and Sakurajima, Kagoshima's Vesuvius. Overnight Kagoshima. 
 

 Sunday 5 October 2014 (B) – the Kirishima National Park, steam train Hitoyoshi, tourist  
 trains ‘Shinpei’ and Hayatonakaze’  and  great railway scenery 

A day exploring the mountains and rivers around Kagoshima and Hitoyoshi – enjoying Kirishima’s rich greenery.  JR 
Kyushu has created rail experiences that are designed to make the trains as interesting as the countryside through 
which they travel. This morning we join the Hayato no Kaze Limited Express and travel along the edge of Kagoshima 
Bay before climbing into the mountains to Hayato and Yoshimatsu. Here we change to the Shinpei Limited Express 
and enjoy spectacular views of the Kirishima mountain range as we experience the magnificent ascent through the 
steep pass, around a spiral loop and over switchbacks. We then join the restored steam train ‘SL Hitoyoshi’ for a 
journey along the scenic Hisatsu Line to Kumamoto. The line was opened on November 21st 1909 to connect 
Kumamoto and Kagoshima prefectures in Japan's southern island of Kyushu. For security reasons, the Japanese 
government decided to build the railway in and around the mountains, rather than along the coastline, to avoid gunfire 
from foreign battleships. The project faced a series of difficult challenges, including the construction of sixty tunnels and 
ninety bridges, as well as the nation's first railway spiral and switchback to climb up and down the steep slopes. It was 
also suspended several times due to the First Sino-Japanese War and the Russo-Japanese War before the railway 
was finally completed. The black steam engine 8620, which pulls three passenger cars, allows tourists and railway fans 
to enjoy the beautiful scenery along the Kuma River in Hitoyoshi, Kumamoto Prefecture, as it runs through old brick 
tunnels and across iron bridges dating back to the Meiji Era. At Kumamoto we board the Kyushu Shinkansen and 
return to Kagoshima. Dinner at leisure or with some members of the group. Overnight Kagoshima. 
 



 

 

 Monday 6 October 2014 (B) – Kagoshima, Ibusuki and Satsuma Peninsula to Hakata 

After breakfast you have a range of options. You can enjoy sightseeing in this interesting city – there’s plenty to see 
and do - or ride the tram network of Kagoshima. Visit the Satsuma Kiriko museum - cut glass was produced by the 

Satsuma clan from the final years of the Edo period to the beginning of the Meiji period (1868–1912). From 1985 a 

glass factory, an artisan, and a researcher together succeeded in reproducing Satsuma Kiriko. In 1989 Satsuma glass 
was certified as a traditional artefact of Kagoshima. At present, they produce both reproductions of the old-style 
Satsuma Kiriko and new designs and colours based on that style. You can join the Limited Express Ibusuki no 
Tamatebako - the train’s name comes from the legend of an undersea kingdom called Ryugu which has been handed 
down to Ibusuki, affectionately known as "Ibutama". We enjoy a one-hour coastal journey with grand views of 
Sakurajima Island and Kinko Bay, before returning to Kagoshima. In the mid afternoon we join the Kyushu Shinkansen 
and travel north to Hakata, the major city on the island of  Kyushu. Overnight Hakata.  
 

 Tuesday 7 October 2014 (B) – ‘Yufuin-no-mori’, Mojiko Railway Museum or the famous 
 Japanese porcelain centre of Arita  and Dazaifu Tenman-gu 

After breakfast you have a choice of options. Enjoy a day focused on rail, or choose a cultural experience to the home 
of famed Japanese porcelain, and the most important shrine in Kyushu. The rail journey takes you south to Kurume 
and through Yufuin to Oita aboard the stylish Yufuin-no-mori resort train. Fantastic scenery across the mountains, and 
then to the eastern coast at Oita, where we break for lunch, and head north on the Sonic Limited Express to Mojiko to 
visit the Kyushu Railway Museum. The Museum is at the end of the rail line in Kitakyushu – once important as the 
eastern most point of the Kyushu railway where passengers would board a ship for the crossing to Shimonoseki to 
continue their journey to Osaka or Tokyo. The museum building is the former Kyushu Railway Headquarters, and now 
houses a veritable celebration of metal that is a fantastic example of living history. The cultural group head to Arita to 
inspect ceramics, and then to Dazaifu. Dazaifu Tenman-gu is in the city of Dazaifu, and the shrines sanctuary is said to 
have been built in 919. In 903 the government official, prominent scholar, and master calligrapher Sugawara Michizane 
was exiled from Kyoto and died unhappily in Dazaifu. Both groups return to Hakata for dinner at leisure and overnight. 
 

 Wednesday 8 October 2014 (B) – to Okayama and Takamatsu 

This morning we rejoin the Sanyo Shinkansen and travel to Okayama, where we change to the Marine Liner to cross 
one of the great wonders of the world. The Grand Seto-ohashi Bridge is a collective term for the six bridges that 
connect Kojima in Okayama Prefecture on Honshu and Sakaide of Kagawa Prefecture on Shikoku, spanning five 
islands, namely Hitsuishi-jima Island, Iwaguro-jima Island, Wasa-jima Island, Yo-shima Island, and Mitsugo-jima Island 
in the Seto Inland Sea. The bridges took forty years and a tremendous amount of money to build. The bridge is more 
than thirteen kilometres long, and has become a major sightseeing spot. The upper level is for the Seto-Chuo 
Expressway, and the lower level for the JR Seto-ohashi rail line. The six bridges consist of three suspension bridges, 
two oblique suspension bridges, and one truss bridge. They are the essence of all available bridge-building 
technologies, and are beautiful. At Takamatsu we walk the short distance to the hotel, and leave our luggage, before 
we join a boat for an afternoon cruise on the inland sea, returning to port in the evening light.  There’s a large range of 
places to eat, as well as some spectacular restaurants with views over the inland sea. Overnight Takamatsu. 
 

 Thursday 9 October 2014 (B) – Shikoku Railway Museum, Ritsurin Gardens and Tokushima 

After breakfast we join a Shikoku Limited Express service Uzushio and Shiokaze and head to Saijo to the Shikoku 
Railway Museum. Whilst only a small museum compared to the other rail Museum’s in Japan, the Railway History Park 
in Saijo is a new sightseeing area that includes the "Shikoku Railway Cultural Centre" the "Shinji Sogo Memorial 
Museum" and the "Sightseeing Exchange Centre." Here you can learn of the history of the Shikoku railways and see 
and learn about the sights and interesting places of Saijo City. We’ll then return to Takamatsu via Tokushima. For 
those who wish a more cultural exploration, we’ll head to the Ritsurin Koen Park. Landscaping began in 1642 and is 
said to have taken 100 years to complete. In the garden are six ponds and 13 artificial hills called tsukiyama. The 
garden, set against the backdrop of the mountain Shiun-zan, is evocative of a Japanese painting. The technique of 
using scenery such as mountains in the distance in the design of a garden is known as shakkei. The garden in the 
southern part of the park is in a purely Japanese style. A small house known as Kikugetsu-tei used for tea ceremonies 
and located by the pond is known as an arbor for enjoying the beauty of the full moon in autumn.  
 

 Friday 10 October 2014 (B/D) – to Okayama and then Kyoto 

After breakfast we cross again the grand Seto-ohashi rail bridge to Okayama, and change to the shinkansen service 
direct to Kyoto. After checking our luggage at our hotel, we’ll explore this ancient city.  For those who wish to explore 
some of Kyoto’s famed temples and shrines, we’ll take you to Kiyomizudera, literally "Pure Water Temple," - one of the 
most celebrated temples of Japan. 



 

 

 

          
It was founded in 780 on the site of the Otowa Waterfall in the wooded hills east of Kyoto, and derives its name from 
the fall's pure waters. The Higashiyama District along the lower slopes of Kyoto's eastern mountains is one of the city's 
best preserved historic districts. It is a great place to experience traditional old Kyoto, especially between Kiyomizudera 
and Yasaka Shrine, where the narrow lanes, wooden buildings and traditional merchant shops invoke a feeling of the 
old capital city. We’ll take you to the famed Golden Pavilion, and in the late afternoon you may like to join an inspection 
of the Nishijin Textile Centre, and see a display of kimono’s in a special presentation. We return to our hotel, check in 
and then enjoy dinner. Overnight Kyoto. 
 

 Saturday 11 October 2014 (B) – Eizan Railway, ropeway and cable car, Hieizan  
 Enryakuji , Hiei Garden Museum and the Sakamoto Cable Car 

After  breakfast we begin our day that will appeal to both cultural and rail travellers alike. We join the Eizan Railway and 
travel to Yse-Hieizanguchi, where we change to the cable car and ropeway, to ascend to Enryaku-ji. Enryaku-ji is a 
temple built at the end of the 8th century by Saicho, the founder of the Tendai sect of Buddhism. This temple, 
established on the mountain Hiei-zan, exercises control over the Tendai sect throughout Japan. It was destroyed by 
fire in the 16th century, when it was attacked by Oda Nobunaga, who was the predominant force of Japan at that time. 
Subsequently rebuilt, the temple served as a place of study for many great priests in the history of Japanese 
Buddhism. The temple is divided into three areas: To-to ("East Pagoda") where Saicho is supposed to have stayed 
when he first arrived here; Sai-to ("West Pagoda"), which was established by a disciple of Saicho; and Yo-kawa (river 
"Yo-kawa"). The great hall located in the precinct is recognized by UNESCO as a World Cultural Heritage asset. The 
Hoto Lamp in the To-to has been burning continuously for 1,200 years. The Shaka-do (in the Sai-to) is a hall which 
enshrines a statue of the Shaka-Nyorai Buddha, a Buddhist idol which is kept hidden. The Shaka-do is designated by 
the national government as an Important Cultural Property. We visit the Garden Museum, Hiei, based on the theme of 
French impressionism, which blooms with more than 100,000 blossoms every year. Located at the summit of Mt. Hiei, 
it offers an incredible view of both Lake Biwa and the city of Kyoto. After exploring the precinct, we join the Sakamoto 
Cable Car, the longest in Japan, and descend back to Kyoto, returning to our hotel. Overnight Kyoto. 
 

 Sunday 12 October 2014 (B) – Arashiyama, the Sagano Romantic Train, the  
 Hozugawa River  rapids  and Tenryuji  

After breakfast we catch the train to Arashiyama, and then join the Sagano Romantic Train for a ride along the original 
line of the Hozu Valley. The valley of Hozugawa river, which passes through Kyoto and Kameoka City to the west of 
Kyoto, has splendid mountains standing along each riverbank, and the landscape is beautiful throughout the year. All 
the mountains are covered with fiery red and yellow leaves in autumn, so this is a very famous spot for the changing 
leaves. This spot is also popular for enjoying “Kawakudari” (river boat ride). We’ll enjoy the ninety-minute route from 
Kameoka to Arashiyama on the river. Three boatmen steer a boat that can hold more than ten people. During the boat 
ride, you can experience thrilling sections with strong current and deeper sections of the river that are calm. The high 
mountains along each riverbank turn red in autumn, so you can enjoy the landscape of autumn leaves from the boat. 
When we return to Arashiyama we’ll enjoy exploring this local area, the fine Tenryuji Temple, and then return on the 
private tramway line back towards our hotel. Dinner tonight and overnight Kyoto. (Those who have chosen the two 
week tour option leave us in Kyoto this morning.) 
 

 Monday 13 October 2014 (B/D) – Toyama and Unazuki Onsen 

This morning we catch the Thunder Bird Limited Express from Kyoto along the shores of Lake Biwa towards Fukui, 
Kanazawa and then Toyama. We’ll break for lunch here, allowing you a ride on the Toyama tram network, with some of 
the newest trams in Japan – including the recently opened Portram Light Rail line linking the city with the port. On 
departure  we’ll join the private railway of the Dentetsu Toyama railway,  to take us to the picturesque hot spring 
location of Unazuki-onsen, set deep in the mountains of the Tateyama Mountain Range.  
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The Unazuki-onsen is fed from Kuronagi-onsen, located seven kilometers upstream on the Kurobe-gawa River, and 
produces 3,000 tons of water per day. In front of Unazuki-onsen Station, is a special fountain that gushes hot water, at 
60 degrees celsius, to a height of one to two metres, which can rarely be seen anywhere else in Japan. Our stay here 
is in one of the fine Japanese style ryokan hotels. Dinner is included, and overnight Unazuki-onsen. 
 

 Tuesday 14 October 2014 (B/D) – the Kurobe Kyokoku narrow gauge railway 

The Kurobe Valley is located in the eastern part of Toyama and lies between the Tateyama Mountain Range and the 
Ushiro-Tateyama Mountain Range. The valley is the deepest V-shaped valley in the entire country, and today we take 
a narrow gauge railway for some 20 kilometres along the valley. The Kurobe Kyokoku Line traverses the beauty of the 
valley between Unazuki-onsen Station and Keyaki-daira Station. The rail journey takes 1 hour and 20 minutes, covers 
a distance of 20.1 kilometres, includes 41 tunnels and crosses 22 bridges. One of the bridges is called Atobiki-bashi, 
which lies over the deepest part of the valley, and is 64 metres long and 60 metres high. The view from this bridge is 
one of the best in this area, and the rail journey is truly spectacular. There are many hot springs along the route, such 
as the Kuronagi-onsen Hot Spring (the source of the Unazuki-onsen Hot Spring) as well as the Kanetsuri-onsen and 
Meiken-onsen hot springs. You may like to get off the trolley on the way back to enjoy other secluded hot spring spots. 
The Kanetsuri-onsen Hot Spring is known for the distinctive characteristic that you can dig anywhere along the Kurobe-
gawa River to create and enjoy your own private spa. If you walk one kilometre from Keyaki-daira Station, the last stop 
of the route, you will see the Kurobe-gawa River from the precipitous cliff called the Sarutobi Valley. The Babadani-
onsen and the Meiken-onsen hot springs are nearby, and you can relax. Dinner is included again and overnight 
Unazuki Onsen 

 Wednesday 15 October 2014 (B) – the Tateyama Kurobe Alpine route 

After an early breakfast we rejoin the Dentetsu Toyama railway line and travel to Terada, where we change to the rail 
line to Tateyama. Here we begin the impressive crossing of the Japanese Alps. The Northern Alps crossing is just 25 
km long, as the crow flies. However, the height difference is 1,975 m. It uses a variety of modes of transport, including 
cable car, highland bus, trolley bus, and ropeway. The highest station is Murodo, at an altitude of 2,450 m. This world-
class mountain crossing allows you to enjoy the full magnificence and power of Mother Nature, who displays a different 
countenance in each season. After climbing from Tateyama on the cable car, the highland bus gradually climbs to 
higher altitudes on its route from Bijodaira to Murodo on the Toyama Prefecture side, the walls of snow grow 
progressively higher. These walls, which can reach up to 20 m high (as tall as a six-story building), form one of the 
attractions of this crossing and are known as Yuki no Otani (the Great Snow Canyon). The area's short summer ends 
in September, when the mountains become clad in their autumn hues. The ropeway passes over this carpet of scarlet 
and gold, like a moving observation platform. Electric trolley buses, a walk across the Kurobe Dam wall, and 
spectacular sightseeing make today a highlight for all. On arrival at Shinanomachi, we rejoin the JR rail network and 
travel to Nagano for our overnight accommodation. After a long day you can enjoy a simple evening meal. Dinner at 
leisure and overnight Nagano. 
 

 Thursday 16 October 2014 (B) – Nagano 

After a late breakfast we join the Hybrid Train ‘Koumi’ and travel to Nobeyama, the highest station on the JR network. 
We also visit Matsumoto and its famous castle, returning to Nagano to visit the Zenkoji Temple. Overnight Nagano. 
 

 Friday 17 October 2014 (B) – Nagano to Niigata and Akita 

After an early breakfast we join the Nagano Shinkansen and travel to Takasaki, changing to the Joetsu Shinkansen for 
the journey through to Niigata, where we join the  ‘Kirakira Uetsu’ Resort train, designed by the East Japan Railway to 
be ‘fun when you get on, and fun when you get off.’ It is a special operation that runs along the west Japan Sea north 
towards Sakata. Here we enjoy lunch, and then join the Inaho Limited Express north to Akita. Dinner at leisure and 
overnight Akita. 
 

 Saturday 18 October 2014 (B) – Akita to Aomori and Hakodate 

After breakfast we join the Shirakami Resort train - debuting in 1997 at the same time as the Akita Shinkansen, the 
Resort Shirakami operates from Akita along the Gono Line to Hirosaki, then turns around before continuing northward 
along the Ou Line to Aomori. Most of the Resort Shirakami route is along the Gono Line, which is 147.2 kilometres of 
coastline track. The train travels through the countryside with beautiful vistas of the Japan Sea and the Shirakami 
Sanchi highlands, as well as expansive panoramas of the Tsugaru Plain. Onboard, local events take place and 
specialty bento (lunch boxes) are available for our enjoyment. In Aomori we have the opportunity to visit the Hakkoda 
Memorial ship, now a museum, which used to operate between Honshu and Hokkaido carrying train carriages before 
the opening of the Seikan Tunnel.  



 

 

Back aboard our JR service, we cross the Tsuguru Straits by the Seikan Tunnel, 53.85km Seikan tunnel – one of the 
world’s longest undersea tunnels. Emerging on Hokkaido  we enjoy great views over the coast as we head towards 
Hakodate. After checking in to our hotel, we join the Hakodate tram system and travel to the base of Mt Hakodate, 
where we join a cable car for a ride to the top – with spectacular views across the sea and lights of the peninsula. 
Dinner tonight at one of Hakodate’s many great seafood restaurants, and then overnight Hakodate. 
 

 Sunday 19 October 2014 (B) – Hakodate to Sapporo 

For early risers you can visit the Hakodate Morning Markets, where the treasures of the sea are available for tasting – 
an extensive market that is very popular with the locals. We then join the Super Hokuto Ltd Express service for the 
journey through to Sapporo. We leave our luggage at the hotel, and then explore the city. The city contains many 
essential sights: the Sapporo City Clock, which has been marking time for over a century; the old Hokkaido 
government building, a neo-baroque building known as "Red Brick" that is lit up after dark; and the poplars outside 
Hokkaido University (formerly Hokkaido Agricultural College). Odori Avenue Park stretches from east to west in the 
centre of the city, and is a symbol of the city - full of art objects, fountains, lilac and acacia plants and lots of 
flowerbeds. For those who wish to explore the Mikasa Railway Village, we’ll take you to inspect the historic locomotives 
and carriages on display. There are some great restaurants in Sapporo, and we’ll take you to some of the areas where 
you can choose the style of meal that suits. Overnight Sapporo. 
   

 Monday 20 October 2014 (B) – Otaru 

Otaru is situated in the western part of Hokkaido, facing Ishikari Bay. It has developed and prospered as "the sea 
entrance of Hokkaido" over the last 100 years and it has gained the nickname "Wall Street of the North." The 
glassworks shops, coffee shops, restaurants and shopping malls along the canal have been converted from stone-built 
or brick-built warehouses, which were used for storage in the days when commerce flourished and the canal was 
crowded with jostling barges. When night falls, oil lamps on the cobbled streets are lit, and the town evokes a gentle, 
nostalgic mood. Otaru's nickname is "the town of hills" as there are so many hills – and Mt Tengu-yama that towers 
behind Otaru is a popular ski resort in winter, and we ascend it by cable car to the observation point and the panoramic 
view including the whole of Otaru and its port area is absolutely wonderful. We’ll also visit the railway museum with its 
impressive display of the development of the rail system in Hokkaido, beginning with the Meiji Restoration Period when 
the government mandated expansion and settlement into the area. From old conductor uniforms to railway lights and 
signals, the interior of the museum is a great introduction into the history of rail in Hokkaido. It is only when you step 
outside however to the expansive grounds that the full weight of the museum is felt. Trains, tracks and stations are 
everywhere and from every era, and a steam locomotive runs three times daily. The rail journey to and from Otaru is 
picturesque, sitting as it does for half the journey on a sea wall, with waves at high tide spraying the passing trains. We 
return to Sapporo for dinner at leisure and overnight. 
  

 Tuesday 21 October 2014 (B/D) – Furano and Biei 

After breakfast we join a limited express train to Asahikawa, then change to the local train line to Biei and Furano. 
You’ll experience rural Hokkaido, with splendid countryside and rolling hills, and the backdrop of the Daisetzusan 
Mountain Range. From Furano we join a small one car rail motor for the journey to Shintoku, before catching the 
limited express Super Ozora back to Sapporo.  
 

 Wednesday 22 October 2014 (B) – Sapporo 

Relax this morning on our last day in Japan. In the early afternoon we’ll transfer to Chitose Airport for the flight back to 
Narita, and then connect with flights to Sydney. In Narita Airport we’ll have an opportunity for last minute shopping, 
before our overnight flight to Sydney. 
 

 Thursday 23 October 2014 (B) – Sydney 

A morning arrival back in Australia and the conclusion of our wonderful tour of Japan by rail.  
 


